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HISTORY

OUR MISSION

Bullston a company of, by and for horse lovers was
conceived by Harjit Singh Rai an avid rider and animal
lover who was peeved and concerned about the
treatment meted out to the horses in India during
transportation.

Design and manufacture the most respected and recognized
lines of trailers. Our broad exposure and acceptance within
the marketplace has made Bullston the preferred choice with
dealers and customers alike.

Having spent better part of his life in the USA and
Italy where the love for animals is paramount and is
not dictated by the other sundry factors. With his
experience and research of two decades decided to
provide the horse lovers in India and option for safe
and secure transportation of their love ..the horses.
The hard work paid dividends with the production of
the first horse carriage trailer which was successfully
completing the field trail. Capable of carrying two
horses the trailer has the finesse safety measures and
comfort matching international standards and is
slated to change the face of transportation in India.
Not limiting itself to trailers the company is taking
big steps in its way towards introducing new concepts
in the field of equestrian, be it the need based designer
stables or fabrication of floats and horse supplements
and many more....

HORSE TRAILER
Whether it’s to a trail ride or the show arena, Bullston
trailers are being pulled in all directions. That’s because
there’s a Bullston trailer designed to meet the needs of
every family, entry-level or professional horseman. From
bumper pulls to deluxe living quarters to trainer.
Trailers, each Bullston is built with unique features and
options to meet specific customer needs. So whatever
direction you’re headed, let Bullston take you there. As the
industry leader, Bullston is committed to the ongoing
improvement and upgrading of its extensive line of
trailers. In fact, Bullston continues to “raise the bar” with
innovative features, exceptional workmanship, and
attention to detail and safety. As the premier manufacturer
of horse and livestock trailers, Bullston offers
uncompromising value, ease of maintenance, customized
designs and abroad dealer network with first-rate
customer service.

MOVABLE DOG HOMES
We proudly announce that we have added antother
product line. We are manufactring movable dog homes
that serve the dual purpose of living quaters as well as
safe transporation mechanism for dogs. We continue to
use our signature three layer construction concept with
excellent suspension for minimal to no discomfort to the
dogs during the travel

HORSE STABLE
BUILT TO ORDER
Our engineers and design staff will build custom trailers
for the specific needs of our customers.

SOME KEY FEATURES


Coil spring based independent suspension designed
for Indian roads



Gas filled shock absorbers



15 inch alloy wheels with tubeless tyers



Three layer all weather body construction



Well designed ventilation system



Anti skid rubber flooring



Four sided cousin for extra comfort.



LED side markers and tail lamps

We are a one of the leading manufacturers of horse
stalls and horse stable equipment in Indian market. Our
offer includes manufacturing and installation of horse
stable stalls, outdoor stalls and mobile horse boxes, as
well as stable windows, gates and doors. We also
manufacture and supply highest quality, affordable riding
arenas and all our products are designed with safety of
use in mind, assuring appropriate conditions and care for
your horses.

HORSE TRUCKS
Bullston has been developing horse trucks of the highest
quality . You can rely on quality workmanship from top
to bottom. Each individual horse truck is manufactured
just for you – with a consistently high level of quality
down to the smallest detail. A product needs to be good
enough to meet our own requirements and those of our
horses before it enters serial production. With our many
years of experience in equestrian sport we have the same
aims as all riders - the well-being of horses.

HORSE WALKERS
Everybody knows a well-conditioned horse performs
better, behaves better, and is less prone to injury. However,
keeping even a small group of horses well-conditioned is a
full time job. With today’s busy schedules, it's hard to find
the time to give your horses the exercise they need daily
and hiring someone to do so is costly and risky. Not to
mention that finding someone to exercise your horses
without teaching them bad habits can be a challenge in
itself. That's why a good horse walker is the safest, most
affordable, and practical solution.

Bullston horse walkers are like no other on the market.
Our walkers are virtually maintenance free, safe,
attractive, durable and offer more options and benefits
than any other walker, and all for a fraction of the cost
hiring someone to help keep your horses fit. Hundreds of
the top equine professionals and in every equine discipline
choose our horse walkers because the only thing more
reliable than a Bullston Walker is the company that stands
behind it.

HORSE TREADMILLS
Bullston treadmills have been specifically designed to ensure very high strength and safety all round. The horse enters
and exits the treadmills by means of very low level front and rear ramps.
Horse treadmills have been developed to provide a completely safe, controlled workout for your horses.
Treadmills are especially useful for building up muscles, ligaments and tendon strength, flexibility and endurance and
close, safe monitoring of horses fitness and training
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